ASMSU Senate Meeting Minutes for November 17, 2011

Meeting called to order at 6:00pm

Roll Call:

BERNARD DUKER MURKAMAI FLOERCHINGER MAINS MARSH TOWNSHEND LAKE MCLAUGHLIN COMBS FRENCH ROGALA BANTSRA ABEH HASKELL

ABSENT: KRUGER,KOLAR, KARIMIAN

EXCUSED: PECK, STEFFENS

Review Previous Meeting’s Minutes:

MINUTES APPROVED

DUKER MOVED

BERNARD SECOND

14/0/0

Public Comment:

JOEY: HAPPY TO WELCOME MAS STUDENTS (MADE THEM STAND AND INTRODUCE THEMSELVES)

MATT KARAS(DEAN OF STUDENTS) REMIND PRACTICE TOMORROW AT ONE FOR FLAG HELP AND WONT HAVE WRIST BANDS UNTIL SATURDAY MORNING IF UNABLE TO ATTEND DUE TO CLASS LET HIM KNOW) CHECK IN AT 1030 AT 8-7

Presentations:

NACA RECAP- MARIO STANISLAO, BEN SCOTT AND NASH ADDICKS

BEN- MARKETING ASSOCIATE FOR ASMSU WENT TO TWO DIFFERENT SEMINARS ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND HOW TO AFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT IMPORTANT TO TAKE PICS AT ALL EVENTS HELPS PEOPLE INTERACT MORE WITH OUR SOCIAL MEDIA ENCOURAGES THEM TO LIKE US ON FACEBOOK (LIKE ASMSU ON FB AND RECEIVE PRIZE) IMPORTANT TO POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA DURING EVENTS. MAKES THEM MORE APT TO GO IN THE FUTURE GETS STUDENTS TO INTERACT WITH US AND ASK QUESTIONS. OLD MEDIA IS STILL AN EFFECTIVE MARKETING TOOL POSTER STUBS ARE VERY EFFECTIVE. YOU ARE INTERACTING WITH THE POSTER RATHER THAN LOOKING AT IT. USED FOR COMEDY SHOW NETWORKED WITH OTHER SCHOOLS GOT COOL NEW MARKETING IDEAS ATTENDED A LEADERSHIP SEMINACONTINUE TO SUCCED AFTER CURRENT MEMBER ARE GONE
MARIO-LEARNED TWO THINGS AT NACA HOW TO MARKET TO GREEK LIFE AND STUDENT LIFE HOW TO INTERACT AS ONE HOW TO GETT AGENTS. WORK THRU MIDDLE MEN. WANT TO GO TO ANOTHER NACA. THOUGHT IT WAS A VERY HELPFUL EVENT

NASH- FIRST YEAR IN POSTION WAS UNSURE HOW TO UTILIZE JOB AND PROMOTE EVENTS THROUGH CLUBS AND GREEK LIFE..LEARNED HOW OTHER SCHOOLS PROMOTED EVENTS. GETTING VOLUNTEERS INVOLVED GIVING THEM RESPONSIBILITY SO THEY ARE MORE MOTIVATED TO WORK AND HELP. WANTS TO TALK TO ALL OF THE GREEK HOUSES AND GET VOLUNTEERS TO BE INVOLVED IN STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ASMSU.

BERNARD-DID THEY DISCUSS CONTRACT LAW AND HOW TO SAFE GUARD YOUR SELVES FROM EARLY RELEASE ISSUES?

STREET TEAM

NASH-REITERATED CONCERN WITH BEING NEW AND WORKING ON BUILDING A GROUP OF VOLUNTEERS AND IDEA SUBMISSIONS ON WHAT STUDENTS WANT TO SEE. DOING POSTERS WITH STUBS REALLY HELPED. IS LOOKING AT CONTINUING THIS CONCEPT. WANTS TO GET IN CONTACT WITH THE CLUB AND GREEK LIFE.

FLOERCHINGER-NO JOB DESCRIPTION- WHAT IS IT?

NASH-MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO DO WHAT HE WANTS AND NEED SOMETHING TO START WITH FEELS CONNECTED WITH PR MAIN GOAL IS TO GET TO THE STUDENTS FACE TO FACE RATHER THAN A POSTER BE MORE INVOLVED LETTING PEOPLE KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON

FLOERCINGER-WOULD THE POSITION BENEFIT FROM BEING UNDER PR?

NASH-YES WOULD HELP TO HAVE SOME TO APPROACH WITH QUESTIONS AND HAVE SOME GUIDANCE. BEIGN UNDER PR WOULD BE VERY BENEFICIAL. WOULD BE IN MORE CONTACT WITH THEM

FLOERCINGER- WAS UNDER CE IT WAS STIPENTED UNDER CE. HOW HAVE YOU WORKED WITH OTHER COMMITTEES OTHER THAN CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT?

NASH-TEAMED UP WITH EXIT GALLARY AND SPOKE WITH STUDENTS ABOUT UPHEAVAL AND UPCOMING SHOWS. OTHER THAN THAT HAS NOT WORKED WITH ANYONE ELSE. WOULD LIKE TO WORK WITH FRAZEE MORE. WANTS TO WORK WITH FALLON ON A SPECIAL FOOTLOOSE SHOWING EVENT

FLOERCINGER- WOULD IT HELP IF YOU HAD A BUDGET? DO YOU FEEL CONSTRICTED BC YOU DON’T HAVE A BUDGET

NASH- NO I ONLY BUY STAPLES AND TAPE AND DON’T MIND COVERING THAT COST MYSELF. DOESNT FEEL AT THIS POINT THAT HE NEEDS A BUDGET WILL APPROACH AS THE NEED BECOMES NECESSARY

TOWNSHEND-WHAT DOES THE VOLUNTEER BASE LOOK LIKE RIGHT NOW?
NASH-CURRENTLY HAS ONE OTHER VOLUNTEER WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AT LAST 5-10 PEOPLE WHO HE CAN DEPEND ON IF SENATE KNOWS FRIENDS WHO WANT TO GET INVOLVED OR HAVE IDEAS PLEASE CONTACT NASH

TOWSHEND-WHAT INCENTIVES ARE THERE TO VOLUNTEER

NASH-CHAMP CHANGE IN ORDER TO GET SOPHOMORES AND FRESHMEN INVOLVED

MAINS-SIGNAGE IN THE HALLS ASKING FOR VOLUNTEERS

NASH-REFERRED TO ADVOCAT POSTER DRAWING HIS ATTENTION AND HOW IT INTRIGUED HIM AND HOW HE JOIN AFTER ATTENDING THE MEETING (DO YOU WANT THE COOLEST JOB ON CAMPUS)

HASKELL..BEST FUTURE OPTION WOULD BE TO CREATE A JOB DESCRIPTRON AND PLACE STREET TEAM IN PR. DO YOU FEEL THIS WOULD BENEFIT YOU

NASH-YES THAT WOULD BE HELPFUL I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR MORE FEEDBACK FROM SENATE

SPIRIT

LAURA FRAZEE-Demonstrated Tshirts-they are suppose to be blue not white...confusion with ordering process. Would not accept anything aside from cost. Selling since Tuesday of this week. Sales have been ok. Slashed the price got them for 450 was selling for 10 lowered price to 5 undie run is tomorrow teaming up with alumni helped to promote helped to promote first place regardless of gender cat griz tickets second male and female 30H!3 tickets 3rd place tshirt. For every two items of food you bring in for can the griz wins you a 50-50 ticket. Bonfire tomorrow night in the f-лот same as homecoming. Expecting a better turn out because she has been promoting it more than homecoming. There will be cocoa and a DJ sound will be turned towards campus so they don't get shut down as quickly..invited athletes and people in the dorms

QUESTIONS

STEFFENS-WHO IS SINGING THE FIGHT SONG?

FRAZEE- YOU CAN

MURKAMI-HOW ARE YOU ADDRESSING STUDENTS WHO WANT THEIR MONEY BACK DUE TO THE DISCOUNTED SHIRTS?

FRAZEE-TOUGH LUCK THIS IS HOW IT WORKS IN STORE.

Unfinished Business:
New Business:

RSO FUNDING BOARD

DUKER NOMINATED FLOERCHINGER

ROGALA-BANSTRA

BANSTRA-ROLAR

FLOERCHINGER- CONCERNED WITH FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY OF SENATE AND WOULD LIKE TO HELP WITH THAT

ROGALA- INTERESTED IN HELPING STRENGTH RSO FUNDING BOARD. WOULD LIKE TO HELP WITH FUNDNG FOR CLUB AND MAKE PROCESSES SIMPLER

BANSTRA- MORE APART OF SENATE. MORE INVOLVED.

DUMP TRUCK VOTING

ROGALA 15

FLOERSHINGER 14

BANSTRA 14

Admin Reports:

JOEY STEFFENS- STREET TEAM FROM A FORMER SENATORS STAND POINT FROM BUDGETING STANDPOINT. MARK EGGENSBERGER CREATED THIS TEAM. THEY LATER DECIDED TO MAKE IT A PAID POSTION. DOWNFALL TO NOT PLACE IN PR. ENCORAGES SENATE TO MAKE THAT CHANGE

ROGALA- SHOULD WE PUT IT IN PR NOW?

JOEY ASKED JOHN-JOHN THINKS THAT SHOULD NOT HAPPEN HE SHOULD BE A DIRECTOR THIS WOULD HOLD HIM ACCOUNTABLE. KEEP HIM SEPARATE AND DEVELOP STRONG SET OF VALUES THAT YOU WANT HIM TO ACCOMPLISH. HELPFUL THAT HE’S SEPARATE SO WE HAVE MORE ACCESS

JOEY-DISCONNECT BETWEEN PR AND STREET TEAM AND THIS SHOULD BE DISCUSSED OUTSIDE OF SENATE

ROGALA- ASKED ABOUT GETTING SENATE INVOLVED ON TASK FORCE AND WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED

JOEY-ORIENTATION IS HIRING FOR THIS UPCOMING SESSION-JOEY MADE SALES PITCH ABOUT ORIENTATION-APPLICATION IS DUE FRIDAY

DRUKER-TIME COMMITMENT
JOEY- CLASS TWO DAYS A WEEK SOME HOMEWORK INVOLVEMENT DURING THE SUMMER FOR SESSION AND CONCERT COMING UP NEED TO SELL TICKETS. COMEDY EVENT WENT WELL 236 IN ATTENDANCE. LOOK AT BROCHURE AND BUDGET RECIPT IN EXPONENT. VETERAN’S DAY RACE. THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING AND THANK YOU TO THOSE WHO PUT IT ON

LAUREN JACKSON-FINANCE BOARD DID NOT MEET SO NOTHING NEW

JENNY LAWSON- SENT OUT EMAIL ABOUT BROWN BAG LUNCH WITH PRESIDENT CRUZADO HEARD FROM 5 STILL 2 SPOTS September 29 AT NOON 3OH13 TICKETS IN THE OFFICE CAN SIGN THEM OUT FOR YOU OR A FRIEND.

MAINS&MURAKAMI-HAD QUESTIONS ABOUT RECEIVING EMAIL

LAWSON- SINCE WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY IN THE OFFICE. COLLEN NOTED THAT WE GO THROUGH 5,000 SHEETS OF PAPER IN A WEEK CAN START USING RECYLCED PAPER NEED TO START USING LESS PAPER IN ORDER FOR MIXING WITH RECYCLED AND NONRECYLCED TO BE FEASIBLE

ROGALA-PRINT DOUBLE SIDE

LAWSON-YES OTHER QUESTIONS

BURNSTUM-PRINT MEETING MINUTES ON USED PAPER

HASKEL- BIKE SAFETY GOING ALONG WELL. FINANCE BOARD DID NOT MEET THIS WEEK. NEED TO GET A LIST OF SENATORS ON THE BOARD SO HE CAN SEND THEM EMAILS. SENATORS ON FINANCE FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO WITH THE TUTORIAL FUND. BETTER SE OF CAPITAL FUND. PASS AGENDA AROUND NO NAME TAGS PASS AROUND SHEET TO FIGURE OUT WHO HAS NAME TAGS YIELD FLOOR TO JOHN STILES

JOHN STILES- SORRY I WAS GONE HAD AN EXAM. NACA WENT REALLY WELL. VERY FORTUNATE AS ASMSU TO HAVE THE AUTONOMY THAT WE HAVE. GOOD THAT WE HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO DO THINGS..LEARNED ABOUT INTEGRATING WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS. TWO OTHER SCHOOLS THAT HAVE A STREET TEAM. STREET TEAM IS A SEPARATE ENITITIY. TICKET SALES ARE GOING WELL. LIFE IS GOOD.

MAINS-COBRA STARSHIP COMING?

JOHN-NO WE SHOT THE MOON 3OH13 AND PLAIN WHITE TS

Senate Reports:

COMBS-BIKE SAFETY COMMITTEE. MET WITH GRETCHEN. NEED SEPARATE PART TIME JOB FOR A STUDENT UNDER SUSTAINABILITY. FIRST JOB TO WORK ON BIKE SAFETY AND AWARENESS ON CAMPUS. START OUT A BIKE RENTAL PROGRAM. RENT BIKE FOR THE SEMESTER. IN THE WORKS HERE MORE AT THE NEXT FEW MEETINGS. DAY CARE COMMITTEE JUST FINISHED PARENT TEACHER SURVERY FOR NAYC ACCREDITATIONS. TORY AND MARY ATTEND MT CAMPUS LAB MEETING IN DILLION WORKING ON MISSION STATEMENT. DAYCARE IS COHOSTING NEXT MEETING. DAY CARE STAFF ATTEND ATYC IN
OCTOBER IN SUB. PASS THE PEACHES WAS REVEALED AT THE OCTOBER MEETING. ATTENDING ELLEN SHANDLER CLASS IN HELENA. HAVING ASSESSMENT TOMORROW FOR FIELD TEST

TOWNSHEND-AT LEADERSHIP INS. STAFF MEETING. CONFUSION AND IRONY ON EVENTS THAT OCCURRED MONDAY NIGHT BETTER FOSTER COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PROGRAMS. DIDNT HAVE SPECIFIC MEETING WITH LEGS. LEADER LOOKING AT HIREING MASS LOBYIST FOR MAY MEETING TO HELP. LOOK FOR POTENTIAL SUBLIMENTAL THAT WILL LET ASMSU LOBYIST THAT MAY IRE ASMSU LOBYIST WORK DURING THE SUMMER. WILL DEPEND ON THEIR SCHEDULE

BERNARD-PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CLASS FOR CREDIT IS STILL MOVING ALONG. RECENT PROPOSAL VOLLEY BALL SKILLS RACQUEST BALL SKILLS SWIMMING BOWLING BILLARDS CPR WEITH TRAINING GROUP WORK OUT SNOWBOARD SKIING BASKETBALL. COMPLETE COMPOSED BUDGET NOT AS SUBSTANCEAL AS HE THOUGHT IT WOULD BE. MADE A MISSION STATEMENT AND READ IT. LOOKING AT PRESENTING IT

MAINS-WHO WOULD TEACH THESE CLASSES

BERNARD- ALREADY IN PLACE WITH INSTRUCTORS FOR GROUP FITNESS CLASSES

COMBS- SOME TAUGHT BY GRADUATE STUDENTS AND PEOPLE IN COMMUNITY HIRING PROCESS IS THE SAME

BERNARD- CREATE NEW DIRECTOR. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE MAY TAKE THIS ON. WOULDN’T BE A GOOD FIT. WHAT DO INSTRUCTORS IN UC KNOW ABOUT MEDICAL ASPECTS OF THE CLASSES. LOOKING AT LEVEL TWO BOARD OF REGENT PAPER WORK

COMBS-HHD DIDN’T WANT JUST BC OF BUDGET BUT DUE TO PREVIOUS PROB. CAN’T HAVE PAID PROF TEACHING THESE CLASSES NEED ADJUNT PROF TO TEACH. HAD TOO MANY PROBLEMS WITH ADJUNCT

BERNARD-PROBLEMS HAPPENED IN THE 80S AND 90S PROGRAM WOULD BE BETTER NOW...LOTS OF HOOPS TO JUMP THROUGH TO APPROVE NEW PROGRAM AND CLASSES

HASSELLL- CUTS TO FUNDING. BOARD OF REGIONS WOULD HAVE TO MAKE CUTS..HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO THEM IF THEY ARE ALREADYIGN MAKING CUTS

BERNARD-HIRING IS ALREADY IN PLACE. STUDENT INTEREST. ALIGN WITH SCHOOLS CURRENT MISSION AND THEMES.

HASKELE-INCREASE RETENTION. BIG IDEA TO PUSH

ROGALA- BROUGHT UP COB’S MONEY DONATIONS. MET WITH FACILITY SERVICES. LOOKING AT WRITING RESOLUTION TO MAKE SURE BUILDING IS BUILT GREEN FRIENDLY .WORKING WITH CAMPUS TO MAKE A CAMPUS BUILDINGS LEED CERTIFIED. IF ANYONE WANTS TO GET INVOLVED CONTACT HER. BILAW REVISION MEETING MONDAY AT 3. SUSTAINABLITY CERTIFACTE PROGRAM UNDER WAY. LOOKING AT BUDGET CUTS BUT WHAT IS RELVENT.
DUKER-WHEN IS BUILDING ON AGEND

ROGALA- SHOULD COME UP IN JANUARY

Announcements:

DUKER-SATURDAY IS CAT GRIZ. COME SUPPORT UNDGRAD RESEARCH WITH MCNAIR DEC 8TH THURSDAY AT 7 STOP BY AFTER SENATE

MURAKAMI-PEP RALLY DT ON FRIDAY AT 515ISH 530ISH FREE FOOD AS WELL AS BOND FIRE TOMORRROW

DUKER-MEETING WILL BE RIGHT NEXT DOOR IN THE SUB. SPARKILING CIDER

MATT CAIRES-YOU ARE STUDENT LEADERS MAKE GOOD CHOICE. WE NEED THE GOAL POST. DONT LET ANYONE TEAR DOWN THE COAL POST.

JAMIE-APPS FOR VAGINA MONOLOGUES ARE CURRENTLY BEING ACCEPTED.

MURAKAMI-PEOPLE ARE OFFERING $ FOR THE GOAL POSTS

Adjourn Meeting:

ADJOURN

17/0/0

Meeting adjourned at 8:34pm